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Greetings and Welcome to the third issue of the
Newsletter

of

School

of

Commerce,

finance

and

accountancy, Christ (Deemed to be University) Delhi,
NCR- "The Greycells'' articulate and incorporates the
sundry events and activities of February 2021. The
month started with positive sentiments, particularly
owing

to

the

Budget

focusing

on

Make

in

India,

Atmanirbhar Bharat vision and news about vaccine
availability

and

distribution.

Hence,

to

have

a

comprehensive understating of the budget, the School
of Commerce, Finance and Accountancy organized a
Post-Budget discussion to colloquy the consequence of
the current budget in India with experts. Also, we are
still struggling with the ripple effect owing to this
novel

COVID-19

which

has

adversely

impacted

the

personal financing of the individual. Considering this
SOCFA

had

Oriented

conducted

Financial

Individuals'

5

days

planning

(00FPI-2021)

to

FDP
and

help

on

'Objective

investing

for

participants

in

understanding Personal Financial Goals, Mutual Funds
& ETF, Life & Health Insurance, Equity, Real Estate &
Housing Loan, Retirement Planning and Preparing a
Will. Also, to carry forward the legacy of happiness and
joy

CHRIST

announced

(Deemed
BLOSSOMS

to
and

University),
Students

Delhiof

NCR

School

of

Commerce, Finance and Accountancy as Orchidians
ecstatically participated in the events. In this issue
again the Greycells reflects the positivity embodied by
our students and faculties.
Warmest Regards
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CHRIST INNOVATION AND
INCUBBATION CENTRE (CIIC)
The

inaugural

February,

ceremony

2021

on

4th

commenced

with

ELEVATOR PITCH
BY ARTHIKA

blessings of God almighty and lamp
lighting followed by a welcome note

The student’s ability to articulate their capabilities, experiences

by Prof. Nitika Sharma ( Assistant

and leadership roles in a concise and clear manner play an

Professor,

Commerce,

important role in them being able to start a conversation and more

Finance and Accountancy at Christ

importantly secure a position or role. One usually only has a

Delhi NCR Campus) and introduced

minute or so to answer the first question an employer asks “Tell

the

School

CIIC

of

faculty

and

student

me about you” and this question sets the impression and tone for

each

school.

the remainder of the interview. The students in this activity were

Father (Dr.) Viju P D welcomed the

told to imagine that they are in an elevator with a prominent CEO,

gathering with his motivating words.

Entrepreneur or any person they admire, they need to essentially

coordinators

from

make a 30-45 seconds pitch of “who you are, what you do and

Dr. Sandeep Marwah, President at

most importantly catch their attention enough that they want to

Marwah

of

know more” so they may potentially have another opportunity of

AAFT University of Media and Arts

meeting them or even working under them. The activity allows the

and Dr. Ravindranath Cherukuri- IIC

students to have an on-the-spot thinking attitude. Being confident

Head Coordinator were welcomed to

and precise in what they speak and give them an avenue to think

the ceremony as the Chief Guest.

about the question before hand rather than it being the first time,

Studio

and

Chancellor

they hear it in an interview. It helped to enhance skills like

Prof. Nitika Sharma from School of
Commerce,

Finance

articulation, brevity and speaking skills.

and

Accountancy, Dr Gaurav Gupta and
Dr Vaibhav Tripathi from School of
Business

and

Management,

Dr.

Surbhi Kapoor from School of Law,
Dr Jitender Bhandari from School of
Social

Sciences

and

Prof.

Garima

Anand from School of Sciences are
faculty

members

from

respective

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM
BY NOVA
NOVA, the Entrepreneurship Club of School of Commerce,
Finance and Accountancy had organized a activity by the
name of “Cite- the-problem”. More than 160 participants from

schools of CHRIST ( Deemed to be

the

University ) Delhi-NCR.

participated in the activity. This activity was an exercise in

School

of

Commerce

Finance

and

Accountancy

had

(Assistant

order to foster entrepreneurship attitude in students. Citing

Professor, School of Business and

any problem in the society is the first step any entrepreneur

Management,

NCR)

takes. In this activity, students had to participate individually

addressed the gathering and gave

and were provided with three different images. Students were

an

asked to cite the problems seen in the images and write a

Vaibhav

Tripathi

overview

CHRIST
about

Delhi
CIIC

and

its

functioning respectively as

problem statement based on their observation. The students

•To organize various innovation and

tried their best to define the problem statements based on

entrepreneurship-related activities

their observations. The activity received great response from

•To

offer

access

to

infrastructure

and

community

of

entrepreneurs,

high-quality

the students. The activity was rated 4+ out of 5 by 75% of the

a

students.

vibrant
successful

investors

and

corporate managers to all users of
the Centre.

Some

suggestions

were

also

received

by

the

students and have been recorded. Many suggestions included
to have such creative activities often while some of the
students said that this activity was very small and suggested
to extend it by adding some more elements to it.

FACUTLY DEVELOPEMENT
PROGRAMME
The theme of the FDP was Objective Oriented Financial Planning &
Investing for Individuals. Mr Arun Anand explained the concept of
Financial Planning and emphasized its significance in attaining
long term financial security.
The second part of the session dealt with investments in Bonds
wherein the Speaker explained the concept of Bonds and the pros
and cons of investing in Bonds.
The second lecture of the day was delivered by Prof. Nitin
Kulshrestha, Assistant Professor, School of Commerce, Finance &
Accountancy on the topic “Investment in Precious Metals and
Mutual Funds”. Prof Nitin began his session by discussing about
the benefits of investing in precious metals like gold and silver and
the modes of investing in them.
On the third day of the FDP, the first session was conducted by Mr
Harshal

Thore,

a

professional

engaged

in

Banking,

Financial

Services & Insurance (BFSI) sector for the last 15 years. The Second
session of the day was titled ‘Investment in Banking & Post Office
Schemes” and was conducted by Dr Amit Malhotra, Associate
Professor, School of Commerce, Finance & Accountancy.
The Fourth day of the FDP i.e. 11th February began with a session
on Retirement Planning by Mr GD Sethi, Divisional Manager (Retd.)
The theme of his session was “Life Insurance” wherein he detailed
the utility of life insurance, types of insurance policies.
The participants were urged to undertake their l financial planning
using the excel utility and express their views about personal
finance and planning thereof on the next day of the FDP The final
day of the FDP i.e. 12th February began with a Session titled
“Financial Perspectives of the Participants”.
During the session, participants were invited to express their
thoughts about learning derived from the FDP and also share their
views on different aspects of personal finance.

Post-Budget Analysis
2021 Expert - Panel
Discussion
School of Commerce, Finance and Accountancy
organised a post-budget analysis 2021 on 5th
February to discuss the various nuances of the
recently announced budget and what it meant
for various sectors and industry. The session had
5 esteemed panellists who actively guided the
session - Dr Charan Singh with expertise in
Monetary policy and Banking, International
Trade and Economic Reforms, Dr Rattan Chand
with expertise in Population and Development,
Health Policy, Applied and Official Statistics, Ms
Chavvii Prabakar with expertise in Banking, Real
Estate and Taxation, Col Dr M.P Singh with
expertise in National Security, Defence Studies
and Dr Ashok Vishandass with expertise in
Agriculture Economics, Farm Costs and Prices,
Applied Statistics. Each of them highlighted the
effect of the budget within their area of
expertise and how it was favourable in nature or
lacking in some. The discussion was moderated
by Dr Sanjay Rastogi, Head-School of Commerce,
Finance and Accountancy. The session was well
attended by students from all disciplines and
faculty members who actively participated in the
interactive
discussion.
The
expert
panel
discussion served as a reality check in its
approach. The participants were able to gather
different perspectives and opinions that broaden
their outlook on the announced budget.

BLOSSOMS

In the fast moving world nowadays schools and
colleges are not paying importance on the cocurricular and extra-curricular activities, which
has resulted in reducing the creativity among the
young minds. This is the point where Christ
university differentiates itself from other colleges
as it opens a wide variety of avenues open in
various diverse fields for the students to take out
the hidden talents of students and to provide
them a base to showcase their talent. Blossom is a
week long interdepartmental fest which helps a
student in building leadership and managing skills
for the student coordinators and for the
participants it helps them in showcasing their
skills in various fields as well it motivates and
encourages students to try out different
undiscovered fields which they had never
explored. The blossoms fest commenced on 18th
February. The Blossoms is divided into various
communities on the basis of departments called
clusters such as Orchids, Lavender, etc. The
clusters are divided into Lupine, Lavender, Tulip
and the cluster of School of Commerce is “The
Orchids”. It had various competitions in fields of
art, literary, theatre and stage. It also had some of
the events like Meme Making, king Arthur's round
table, blog writing, mono act, reel time, channel
surfing, canvas painting, spin a yarn, what if,
proscenium, street theatre, doodling, Indian film
and classical singing, fusion Western singing solo,
Indian music group, western music group, folk
dance solo, western dance solo, western and folk
dance group, Quiz and Cartoon. The event helped
students to come out of their comfort zone and it
was a complete success and the students in the
college look forward to more such competitions in
the future

SALIENT
POINTS ON
BUDGET 2021
1. Rs 2,23,846 cr earmarked
for health, well being. This
includes

water

and

sanitization schemes. This
is up 137% from the last
fiscal (Rs 94,452 cr)
2. Rs 35,000 cr has been set
aside for Covid 19 vaccine
alone which can buy over a
billion doses.
3. Rs 9,67,708 cr will be
borrowed

by

the

government

from

the

market through G-sec and
treasury

bills

to

fund

its

BUDGET CROSSWORD
by SHRUTI CHOUDHARY (BBA F/A)

deficit in the 2021-22 fiscal.
4.

The

estimate
deficit

government
that

would

the
be

fiscal

6.8%

in

FY22.

Across:
4 How many Adarsh schools will be opened?
5 In which state/ U.T. the government has planned to start gas

5. The government plans to

pipeline project in 2021?

increase the FDI limit in the

7 Which policy is launched related to vehicles in 2021?

insurance

8 Number of new emergency health centres opened across

sector

to

74%

which was earlier 49%.

country?

6.

10 How many times more than MSP price will be provided to

The

government

proposes to raise Rs 30,000

farmer's crops?

cr for agriculture cess
7. Rs 15,700 cr has been set
aside for the MSMEs sector
8.

The

government

has

Down:
1 How much budget is finalised for air clean project?

allocated Rs 93224.31 cr for

2

education.

Foundation project?

It

has

been

How

much

money

will

be

spent

on

national

research

decided to set up a central

3 How many new fishing hubs is the government planning to

university at Leh & 100 new

open in 2021?

Sanik schools in the country

9.

From

now

onwards

senior citizens above 75 yrs
are

exempted

from

filing

10. To counter the Chinese
Pakistan

Government

of India has earmarked Rs
4,78,196 cr for Defence
11.

The

government’s disinvestment policy?
10 In which state/ U.T. will the government open a central
university in 2021?

the IT return.
and

6 Which companies IPO will be launched in 2021-22 as a part of

government

Special rewards for 1st Three winners.
Submit your answer at nitika.sharma@christuniversity.in

will

rationalize the custom duty
on Gold & silver in order to
bring down the high prices.
12.

The

government

will

rationalize the custom duty
on Gold & silver in order to
bring down the high price s.
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